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Introduction
Several algorithms for determining the convex

hull of a set of points in two and three dimensions
have been published recently [l-6). It has also been
established [3] that the complexity of the ‘L&mensional convex hull problem is O(n log n). In this note
we describe a new algorithm for obtaining the convex hull of a set of points in the plane and empirically compare it to one of the best known algorithms.
The simplicity and speed of the proposed algorithm
make it worG reporting,

The basic ideas
The algorithm is based on the fLllowing simple
ideas:
(1) Determining the four extremal points of the
set and discard@ all points interior to the convex
quadrilateral t!ley form.
(2) Breaking the problem into four subproblems
determinea by the extremal points.
(3) Using the vector cross-product to find the
convex path in each problem.
These ideas ;tuenow explained in detail. We assume
throughout *Ihefollowing discussion that points are
given by their Cartesiancoordinates.

.

1. Extrmud points

These are the four points with minimum and maxi;
mum X and Y coordinates: say XMIN, Xl%kX,
YMIN, YMAX, respectively. From Fig. 1, two facts
are obvious,
(a) The extremal points must belong to the convex hull.
(b) Any point intericr to the cc Jvex quadrilateral
whose comers are the extremal pcints cannot belong
to the convex hull,
It follows that by identifying the extremal points
one adds these points to the convex hull and discards
all points falling inside the quadrilateral the form.
We call this tie “throw-away” principle.
If there are several candidates with the same ei-
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3. Vector cross-pivot
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While examining the points in one of the regions
for inclusion in (or exclusion from) the convex hull,
assume that we are advancing along an edge of the
quadrilateral such that the region is at our left, as
shown in Fig. 2. A&nprnefirrther that we are looking
at three consecutive points k, k + 1, and k + 2. Obviously if point k + 1 is as shown in Fig. 3(a) it is to
be kept temporarily, while it is to be discarded from
further consideration if it is as in Fig. 3(b).
If a, b and 8 are as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b),
then the cross-product of the two vectors is given by

f

S=ubsinO
L
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2. S~bpblerns
Once the four extremal points have been determined, and some points eventually discarded, one
can break the remaining, set of points into four
re$ir)ns,as shown in Fig. 2. All that remains is to
fn,ti a convex “path” from one extremal point tc the
other in the same region.

s>o
Fig. 3(a).
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treme x ory values their endpoints are kept as extremal points. For example, if several points have the
same maxirn~*my coordinates only the leftmost and
rightmost of these are kept as YMAXextrema thus
yielding a possibly pentagonal “throw-away” region.
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Fig. 3(a), S is positive and in Fig. 3(b) it is negative.
We thus have the following simple ri.le:
In

If S > 0

keep point (k + 1) ,

delete point (k + 1) .
else
Before presenting the algorithm we point out &at in
some cases two extremal points may coincide as
shown in Fig. 4. The sole effect of these situations
is that the number of subproblems is reduced.

The algorithm
Step 1. Find the extremal points and delete all
other points falling inside the polygon they form.

s<o
Fig. 3(b).
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It is obvious that the computation is dotinated
bythe mrtifpg ~NKX@U~
in Step 2 (the IXQ at&et
stepshaving a nr*g3&ne proportions to n, the
number of pointi): In the wcxst case, when ail paints
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Cbmparisonwith the al’rith~;! of Jawis
The new algorithm and the algorithm of Jarvis [2]
aae programmed in FORTRAN for the IBM 3’701
158. Test problems werit generated randomly in the
unit square using a uniform random number generatot, In all problems tried the proposed algorithm ran
mor3 than 3 times faster than the algorithm of
Jar&. Typically, run-time averages were as follows:
12 X 10” X n log PIseconds for the new p?gk’Lhm
and 40 X 10”’ X artlog n seconds for Jar-As”algo&&
(Note that the algorithm of Jarvis was progmmmed
following all possible improvements suggested in [a].)
Advantages of the new algorithm

Step 2. Sort the remaining points on their X-COOIdinate: in ascending order for regions 1 and 2 and
descending order for regions 3 a& 4.
8&p .3.For each region find the convex path
from one extremal point to the other using the {ollowing rule:
<C(l) Starting with one extremai point do (a) and
@) below for every three consecutive points
k, k + 1, k + 2 until the othet extremd point
is reached.
(a>Com.pute S.
@) If S i> 0 move one point forward; else
delete point (k + 1) and move one point
backward.
(2) If (1) is completed without any deletion,
stop; else repeat (l)>>
In Step 1 a point is assigned to either the quadrilateral or one of the subregions using the point-inpolygon algorithm described in [ 10,ll ]I.Since at
every iteration of S&p 3(l) a finite q-umber of points
is removed, convergence of the algorithm is guaranteed. The remaining points :km the convex hull of
the original set.

The principal advantages of the new algorithm
can be summarized as follows:
(1) For large values of n it is safe to say that at
least half the points are discarded in Step 1. This was
generally observed.
(2) Breaking the problem into subrroblems by
distributing the remaining points into the different
regions makes it easier (and therefore faster) to solve.
This is a good illustration of the divide-a&conquer
concept [S$1.
(3) The cross product criterion is very simple and
inexpensive especially when compared to computation of angles, as suggested by Graham [l] shifting
of axes, as suggested by Jarvis [2], or evaluation of
trigonometric functions as suggested by Andam
WI
Note that Step 3 in the above algorithm differs
from Step 5 in Graham’s algorithm [l] in that, tlot
only are angles not computed, but the endpoints in
the convex path in each subregion are kno~~~ thus
yielding a simpler: termination criterion than that
suggested ti [ 161.
l
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Conchsion
A new aIgorithm has been presented for determining the convex huU of a set of points in the plane.
A very efficient preprocessing procedure as well as a
novel criterion for identifying convex points were
described. Due to its high speed the algorithm ia
recommended for applications where computation
time is the primary factor, such as the Monte Carlo
studies considered in [9].
An iterative version of this algorithm that repeatedly uses the “throw-away” principle and does not
sort appears in [ 121. K.R. Anderson [ 141 of M.I.T.
has independently r
bered a similar implementation of this basic 1. -I;ring the reviewing process.
‘Weshow in [ i2j md [ 131 tit the iterative algorithm
has worst case complexity of o(n log n) and an asymptotic exprxted run time behaviour of O(n).
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